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Ca-n didates
for SA offices
ready to run
by CARRIE MARTIN

body will have to evaluate all
four candidates, Stanley said,
but it will not be the last. An
BLAKE MATHEWS
editor~in-chief
extended Q&A session and
debate will be held in the
he race for the 2010-11 Administration Auditorium
Student Association at 7 p.m. Monday night', when
is primed to start students will be able to ask
next Sunday and will likely their own questions.
conclude Friday, Apr. 9, with ,
The campaigning will
the election of the next SA continue through Tuesday,
president.
and at 12:01 a.m. Wednesday,
The list of candidates for voting will open on Pipeline
officer positions was finalized and stay open for 24 hours.
last Wednesday. Students A candidate will need at
interested in running for least 50 percent of the votes
office 'had to submit an ap- to win outright; if no one
plication, pass an academic gets 50 percent, a runoff
screening process and collect between the two candidates
50 signatures to be considered with the most votes will be
eligible.
held Friday.
Four upcoming seniors
Stanley said that, in light
are in the running to replace of the recounts and multiple
photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
current SA president Jordan runoffs oflast years SA elecThe four hosts of this year's Spring Sing production dress up and rock out to the international theme.
Stanley: Steven Ramsey, Nik tion, he hopes the officers for
Arezina, Arsenio Moss and next yeai will be finalized by
Johnathan Dollen. Running the end of Friday.
for vice president are Gabrielle
Steven Ramsey, a finance
Pruitt andJonghwa Lee. The major hailing from Jonesboro,
office of treasurer is being Ark., said he is running for SA
pursued by four candidates, president because he wants
and two students are running to "enable more collaborafor secretary.
tion between [students and
No campaigning will be professors] so that each party
allowed before 5 p.m. Sunday. reaches a better place."
After that, candidates will
Ramsey said he would
be allowed to place posters, like to see academic student
perform.
by SARAH KYLE
by ASHLEY
create Facebookgroups and boards in every department.
"The kids are so happy to
news
editor
ROSENBAUM
otherwise do their best to win These proposed boards ~oW.9
see the show that they cheer
student writer
the vote of the student body. facilitate the sharing ofideas
ach year, there is an and scream no matter what
In chapel Monday, the four and perspectives between
elite
group that is the your show is," Gibson said.
arding Unipresidential candidates will professors and teachers.
first
to see an.official "It's always a great sh ow
versity will
Arsenio Moss is a psycholanswer questions prepared
Spring Sing performance. because you get to perform
depart on
by the current SA and asked ogy major from the Bahamas.
Parking lots are cleared for the show in costume for a
a journey to Spring
by Stanley. This will be the He said he believes he is
their arrival, and they are real audience and get a really
Sing International
first occasion that the student
see SA on page 3a
escorted ·into the Benson excited reaction."
on April 1-3. Spring
Auditorium with special
Gibson said the exciteSing International
privilege.
ment of the audience allows
will expose the auWho are these elites? a calming of the nerves and
dience to different
Children from across the a pep rally for the remaining
cultures and music
Searcy area, anxious to see shows of the weekend.
that make up Hardthe show.
Senior Jake Rush,'who
ing University and
The
children's
matinee
has
participated in Chi Sigs
the world. Sixteen
show has become a Spring and Regina's shows in 2008
social clubs and 800
Sing tradition over the past and 2009, said that the show
students will take
few
years, always serving as allows performers to h ave
photo
by
NOAH
DARNELL
I
The
Bison
you on this far-flung
Host Sam Barker explodes onto
the opening show of one more fun without the fear
journey.
Harding's biggest produc- of being judged but added
Spring Sing direc- the internation~I scene.
tions.
th at student performers
tor and professor of
. For senior Jennifer Gib- should approach the show
communication Dr.
The flags on the ceiling
son, who participated in as professionally as a regular
Steve Frye provided insight of the Benson represent the
Spring Sing with Shantih in show.
on
the
reason
behind
the
programs
and
the
overseas
see me," she sai.d.
by ALEXANDRA
2007 and 2009, this special
"[Some people] don't
countries
where
students
theme
for
this
year's
Spring
One
student,
Paig
e
MCCLAIN
show was her favorite to
see KIDS oil page 3a
are from . .
Passmore, even made Beth Sing.
student writer
"The
flags
in
the
Ben"Spring Sing Internapromise to come back for her
tional was chosen to reflect son start at the center and
r. Mike James, Dean graduation in 2016.
"Everyone there is happy the international flavor of move out in each direction
of the College of
Communication, and for me, but with sixth graders Harding University," Frye indicating our. overseas
his wife, Beth, have accepted there were of course jokes said. "Our students come programs first, then where
the position as directors of about living in Greece," she from around the country our students come from,"
and around the world with Frye said. "The order is based
Harding University in Greece. added.
The James' five-year commitWhen theJameses accepted over 45 nations represented on the number of students
ment to HUG begins in the the job, ther had never been by the stud ents on our from each country. "
Cindee Stockstill, the
Fall 2010 semester.
to HUG nor seen the Artemis campus. It also showcases
the international learning producer of Spring Sing,
The position fell into the Hotel, their new home.
J ames' lap. They had applied
With Beth on spring break opportunities th at the talked about the interfor the job in 2007 but were last week, they were able to fly university provides with n ational theme from her
not selected. When the to Greece and get acquainted semes ter-long programs perspective.
"W e ch ose this theme
in seven different locations
photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
Department of Communica- with their new home.
see THEME on page 3a
around
the
globe."
Kids watch the opening performance of Spring Sing.
Mike broke the news to the
tion became the College of
Communication last fall with College of Communication
Dr.Jam es as dean, it seemed faculty last Monday morning
like the door on International before he and Beth flew to
Programs had closed. L ast Greece on Tuesday.
month when the position
After spending six days
opened, Dr.JeffHopper, D ean there, the Jam es es h ave
of International Programs, nothing but praise for the
contacted the James to find Artemis.
"The apartment we'll be
out ifthey were still interested
in the job.
living in is fairly spacious to
Dr.James said his family be in a hotel," Beth said.
She also complemented the
is excited that he and Beth
compound wi~ the exception
have this opportunity.
"I'm supportive of them," of a lack ofgrass for Roxy, the
their son Jonathan said. "I James's Yorkshire terrier.
think it's g reat th at Mom
"The rooms are all big and
and D ad are getting to live unlike the HUF villa, if you
need alone time, you can get
in G reece."
Beth is a sixth grade teacher it," she said.
at Rose Bud Middle School
With Dr.James lea~g, the
and said everyone there was College of Communication is
now searching for a new dean.
very excited for her.
"My priµcipal joked, say- Most communication majors
ing, 'You can't really move to were surprised to hear that
Greece; we need you,' and my he was leaving but expect the
students were concer.ned that college will continue to
photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
see JAMES on page 3a
they couldn't com e back and
Actual international studerits bring some Chinese authenticity to Spring Sing's globetrotting adventure.
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Rocket Summer lead singer Bryce Avary warms up in the GAC doorway for last Saturday's show.

Scientists collide protons

Postal Service may discontinue
mail on Saturdays

Since November, scientists at the
Large Hadron Collider have spent
$10 billion attempting to make
two proton beams collide at high
velocity and have succeeded as of
Tuesday, marking a "new territory"
in physics, according to CERN, the
European Organization for Nuclear
Research; in an interview with CNN.
The beams co'llided in a 17-m.ile
tunnel along the border of Switzerland and France.
This collision may mean new
insight into why Albert Einstein's
large-scale theory of relativity does
not always harmonize with quantum
mechanics, which deals with pa~
ticles too small to see.
COURTESY OF THE AP
Scientists say they hope the data
produced by this project will provide
breakthroughs in the exploration of new properties of nature, such as the
possible discovery of the theoretical Higgs boson (also called "the God
partide") and evidence of "super symmetry," an idea that suggests hidden dimensions in the universe.

Mail on Saturday could become a luxury the U.S. government can rio longer
afford. According to the U.S. Postal Service, economic problems and e-mail
· have severely affected the industry, and the Postal Service has announced a
plan that would cut Saturday deliveries beginning the first half of next year.
Saturday was chosen because it is the day of the week with the lightest mail
load and on which more than a third of businesses are closed.
"If the Postal Service takes no action, it could face a cumulative $238 billion
shortfall by the year 2020," the service said in plans given to CNN reporters.
The Postal Service said they expect to save $3.1 billion the first year and as
much as $5.2 billion per year by 2020.
However, Express Mail deliveries woula continue as usual, and post offices
that were normally open on Saturdays would remain that way.
The Postal Service reported that any change would have to be approved by
Congress and require a six month notice prior to the change.

LRA killing of hundreds in
Congo widely unreported
A rampage that killed hundreds of people
in the Democratic Republic of Congo in December went largely unreported due to poor
.:ommunicaticins in the remote area, a United
Nations official said in an interview with CNN.
The Lord's Resistance Army, first centralized in Uganda, has begun to spread out their
attacks into neighboring areas, killing over 320
in this last attack and abducting 250 others,
including at least 80 children, according to a
report by Human Rights Watch.
Because of the lack of infrastructure in the
Congo, the UN has not been able to verify
these numbers but has confirmed at least 100
deaths.
The group is headed by its self-proclaimed
leader, Joseph Kony.

Man attempts to resuscitate
dead possum
This flattened animal was not playing possum like a drunken Pennsylvanian man seemed to think. Witnesses report Donald J. Wolfe, 55,
attempted to revive the dead possum in the middle of a street. They said
it was not clear what he intended to do to resuscitate the road-kill.
Troopers that arrived on the scene in Oliver Township determined that
Wolfe was drunk, according to a police report.
Wolfe will be charged with one count of public dru·nkenness, police
said.
·

COURTESY OF THE AP

"Their conduct far
exceeded the
limits of normal
teenage
relationshiprelated quarrels."

"He said he would
need to think
about it."

- JAMES CARLSON,
president of Clay Mathematics Institute, on the
response of reclusive
- ELIZABETH SCHEIBEL, Russian genius, Grigory
Perelman, when he was
the district attorney
bringing charges against told he was awarded
nine girls whose bullying. $1 million for solving a
problem that has
ended in the suicide of
Phoebe Prince, the victim puzzled matr1ematicians
for centuries. Perelman
of their brutal bullying
is unsure if he want$ to
tactics
take the money.
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Rejected Spring Sing Themes
by KYLIE AKINS

assistant news editor

Taxidermists

Middle-class
suburbia

Pandemics

.

Accounting

Sociopaths

Phone calls from
your mother

The Pentateuch

Te,mper tantrums

Defective toys

After-midnight
Walmart
shoppers

Dante's "Inferno"
Potatoes
Dictators
Algebra

Standardized ·
testing
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KIDS: local children view first Spring Sing show of 20l 0 Chapel seats to
continued from page
la
take it too seriously and
intentionally don't perform
their best," Rush said. "It's
still a show, and you need
to do your best."
Senior Laura Lovett,
a director of one of this
year's shows, Bollywood's
"The Show Must Go On,"
sa id that the children
bring another perspective
to Spring Sing that more
people should share.
. "It's so much fun because
Spring Sing appeals to them:
the colors, music, lights,
everything," Lovett said. "I
feel like if we all got to see
Spring Sing through the eyes
ofchildren, it would be much
more appreciated. "
Lovett added that the
children offer genuine appreciation and support for
the shows without club
loyalty.
"I feel like it gets 'the cast
pumped up because their
applause is genuine. It isn't
coming from your social
club," Lovett said. "They
don't know or care what club
you are representing."
What adds to the experience, Lovett said, is the
overall excitement of the

SA:

be sold in fall
by STEVEN CHANDLER
student writer

photo by NOAH DARNELL I THE BISON
Spring Sing hosts Cameron Fraizer, Nate White, Sam,Barker (back) and Stephen
McBride put on an energetic show for Thur~day's children's matinee performance.
Spring Sing atmosphere from other clubs too."
With all the traditions
and traditions.
"Spring Sing has been and excitement of Spring
one of the most unique Sing, many students agree
and rewarding experiences that the children's matinee
of my life. It is a great way may be one of the best for
to meet people you niay not · both kids and performers.
"It is a great tradition
have ever gotten a chance to
meet," Lovett said. "It has because it is a free show for
been so wonderful to not the kids," said senior Landon
only bond with my sisters Dover, who performed with
in my club but with people Shantih in 2007. "And I bet·

it inspires some kids to start
singing or dancing."
For more information
on Spring Sing, including
· ticket information and show
times, visit www.harding.
edu/springsing.
ShQws are as follows:
Friday night @ 7 p.m.,
Saturday afternoon @ 2
p.m. and Saturday evening
@7p.m.

Presidential candidates gearing up for 2010-2011

continued from page la
the best candidate because of his three
years of prior service on the SA, one
of which he spent as treasurer.
Moss also said he would use his
organizational skills to delegate
respon~ibility to ·others, rather than
trying to run the SA himself
"I believe that once communication is improved, things can happen
effectively," Moss said.

THEME:

Nik Arezina pr~moted himself as
a team player with SA experience and
an all-around friendly person.
"I am genuinely interested in getting to know every single person on
campus," he said.
Arezina said he would work on
offering more opportunities for new
students to identify with and find a
place in the growing Harding student
body.

Bringing some social club experience
to the table is finance and ect>nomics
major John Dollen.
He is currently ~he president of
Kyodai.
Though he has no concrete plans
yet, Dollen said he believes in "thinking big."
·
"We have been blessed with great
opportunities, and I want to see us
utilize every one of them," he said.

International theme sweeps the Benson stage
I

continued from page

la
because we felt it reflected
the overall mission of the
university, its outreach and
its diversity of students,"
Stockstill said.
Stockstill also commented
on how proud she is of the
university and the impact it
has around the world.
"This show is meant to
be a celebration of the fact
that our students come from
and go out to all the four
corners of the world to make a
difference," Stockstill said.
Spring s"ing participants
have also enjoyed the international theme for Spring
Sing this year.
"I love the international
theme for Spring Sing this
year," Spring Sing participant
Molly Shoaf said. "It gives
all of us more insight into
how Harding is making
its mark around the world
by talking about studying
abroad, the Walton Scholars,
Chinese students and overseas
mission trips students have
gone on."
Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina
and Oege participant Monica
Russell said she thought that
Spring Sing International

was the perfect theme for
this year.
"It describes what Harding University is all about
and unifies us in a way that
you could never imagine,"
Russell said. "When you see
the show1 you will truly see
Spring Sing International
come alive in a spectacular
way, and once the show is
over, you will feel like you
have experienced a trip
around the world."
Zeta Rho participant
Jessica Aebi said she loved
that the Chinese and Walton
Scholars were aaded to this
year's show.
'1 love that we incorporated
the Chinese and Walton
Scholars,"Aebi said. "It is so
awesome to show Harding's
international relations."
Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina and Oege Spring
Sing participant Marcos
Tolentino believed that the
international theme is great
for this year.
"I think that the theme,
'International', is a great
theme for this year," Tolentino said. "Our school
has many faculry members
and students from around
the world and I think it is ll

great way for all of the social
clubs to express how we
view certain events around
the world in our silly ways
through 'choreography.' I
also enjoy that we have the
Walton and Chinese scholars
as a part of our Spring Sing
2010 because it shows us a
little bit of how their culture
is back at home."
JuGoJu Spring Sing
Participant Jillian Shamblin
thought this theme described
Harding really well.
Shamblin said, "I love
Spring Sing's "International"
theme because it describes
the students that make up
Harding's student boc1y,
which is students from all
over the world and students
studying abroad throughout
the world."
Chi Kappa Rho Spring
Sing director Melissa Jennings
said she believed that this
year's theme is a wonderful
idea and represents more
important issue~ in life.
"It reminds us that there
is something out there bigger
than just our life here,"Jennings said. "The show focuses
on finding our place in this
world, which is something
everyone searches for, making

"I love the
international
theme for Spring
Sing this year.
It gives all of us
more insight into
how Harding
is making its
mark around the
world by talking
about studying
abroad, the
Walton Scholars,
Chinese students
·and overseas
mission trips
students have
gone on."
Molly Shoaf,
Spring Sing
participant

this year's theme relevant to
each and every participant
and ·s pectator."
Those who attend Spring
Sing will be taken on a tour
around the globe that begins
and ends in the Benson,
where this weekend, all the
world is truly a stage.

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Liz Howel l
Director of Alumni
Relations

recognize teachers and family
members for their contribution
to their college experience,
so I feel like it is going to be
very successful for us," Liz
Howell said.
Even though this project
is just starting up and was
developed to help defray the
cost ofthe Benson renovations,
the project has no end date.
This will be an ongoing project,
similar to the brick project.
Currently, however, the price
to buy a brick is $125,jtist a
little more than the cost of a
chapel seat.
Chapel seats are available
for pnrchase now. Contact Liz
Howell at lhowell@harding.
edu to find out more about
purchasing a chapel seat.
"The Benson is going to
look so much better with the
black and gold, getting rid of
the orange," Howell said. "It
will be a nice facelift for the
facility,"

· JAMES:

College of Comm
dean and wife to direct HUG
continued from page them and the opportunity
la they have in Greece and
thrive.
for the many students they
"Dr. James has done a will impact in the HUG
great job with the depart- program," Brown said.
"I think HUG will be like
ment, and we will really
miss him, but I'm confident home Bible study," Beth said.
that whoever takes his place "Except they'll leave every
will lead the department semester, not stay with us
in a great direction," said for four years."
Many ofthe students who
junior public relations major
go to Bible study spend time
Katie Fittz.
Besides overseeing the at the James' house on more
College, the Jameses host than just Wednesday.
'Tm not sure what's going
a home Bible study group
every Wednesday.
to happen to my DVR life,"
. Several have been going sopho~ore Amy Littleton
to Bible study for over five said. 'Tm pretty sure they have
years and consider Dr. and more of my shows on their
Mrs. James their Searcy DVR than their own."
Besides Bible study, Mike
parents.
Kendall White, who has and Beth said they will
attended home Bible study miss their grandchildren
for two years, said he was • the most.
"It's hard to get to see
happy for the Jameses but
them now just around their
sad for himself.
"It's such an amazing schedules so it made the
opportunity for them, but I decision to move easier, but
don't know where I'll go on we'll really miss out on a lot
Wednesday nights or what with Ella Kate (their sixth
I'll do without Mrs. Beth's grandchild due April 27),"
cooking," White said.
Beth said.
·
All four of the James;s
Sophomore Adam Brown
echoed White's sentiments children, along with the
grandkids, are already planabout the James' move.
"I'm really to see them ning to visit Nana and Papa
go because Bible study has · in Greece.
The James will begin their
been such a big part of my
life over the past year and .new life in Greece during the
a half, but I'm happy for 2010-2011 school year.

BETHDA ·V IS

i···········································································································

Ml PUEBLITO

In order to help cover the
cost of refurbishing the Benson Auditorium this summer,
Harding has developed a new
program to provide people with
a way to sponsor a piece of
the .university for themselves.
Similar to the campaign to
pave campus with personalized
briCks, chapel seat sponsorships
are now being sold.
Refurbishing the Benson will
cost around $380,000.All=rent seats will be reupholstered,
and approximately 150 seats
will be added. A personalized
placard for any single sea,t will
cost $100 to purchase. Selling
every seat would nearly cover
the projected cost to refurbish
the Benson. According to
Director ofAlumni and Parent Relations Liz Howell, Dr.
David Burks said he w'ould like
to sell every seat.
A gold plaque with black
lettering will be placed on top
of the purchased seat. Those
who buy chapel seats will be
able to choose what they want
their plaque to say. Each plaque
will contain three lines. The first
line has space for 25 characters
to inscribe lead-ins such as "In
honor of" or '1n memory 0£"
However, it is not limited to
these phrases; any sentiment
can be placed there. The second
and third lines allow 21 and
25 characters, respectively. This
allows for complete customization on each plaque.
"It's always good to have
an opportunity for people to

"It's always
good to have
an opportunity
for people
to recognize
teachers and
family members
for their
contribution to
their college
experience."
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Save the Date

I

t's Friday, April 2, and Spring
Sing weekend 2010 is officially
underway. Given the theme
and all the hype that precedes this
weekend, it might feel like some sort
of internationally recognized holiday
minutes if diners are ready for a slice
is happening. Well, it !sn't. Spring
MICHAEL CLAXTON
of pepperoni; honey mustard or
Sing is fun, but if you're looking for
pineapple ham. All that bothersome . something else this weekend, I've
exercise getting up and walking
prepared a short list' of alternatives
. to the buffet has been completely
from the international calendar.
eliminated. Of Course, so has any
April 2 - World Autism
hope that you can walk off the
Awareness Day
six or seven pounds of cheese and
Established in 2007 by the
once last spring.
crust consumed during the average
United Nations General Assembly,
I am also happy to report
dinner.
World Autism Awareness Day
that the rumors of the closing of
First-time visitors to Larry's are
is dedicated to promoting
Georgetown's catfish restaurant
sometimes unsure of the etiquette.
understanding of this prolific
were greatly exaggerated. While it
How much should I eat? How
disorder and embracing those who
did close its pearly gates for a short
do I pace myself? Can I order a
struggle with it. Autism is a life-long
while, the catfish, hush puppies
' specialized pizza? My advice is
and life-defining problem that
and fries are flowing once again.
simply to ask yourself this question:
hampers basic communication and
When I heard that ~e One Stop
"IfJabba the Hutt were here, how
relationship-building skills, making
had closed, I briefly considered
would he act?"
it difficult for the affiicted to ever
putting my condo up for sale. If you
It may seem as ·i fI am advocating ' be seen as anything more than
wish to know why, see my Bison
gluttony, which is a bad thing if
"autistic."
column from Oct. 13, 2006. Or
you don't want to buy a new pair
Children with autism may"not
better yet, call 501-742-3781 and
of jeans afi:er each visit. Speaking
understand social cues like smiling
ask Jo Ann to reserve a table for the
from personal experience, I do not
or having their names called,
best fried catfish west, or east, of the
recommend any competitive eating
and they often have difficulty
Mississippi.
games, which I have officially given
adopting the basic rules of playing
I can't wrap up this survey
up.after getting my cholesterol
with others. That doesn't mean
without mentioning Larry's Pizza
report this morning. I should point
autistic kids enjoy being alone
on Race Street, which opened two
out that you can get.a salad at
any more than you or I would. It's
years ago. If you are like me and
Larry's. You can also get chocolate
been observed that people with
yqur hobbies include gorging,
pizza, apple-turnover pizza, cherry
autis,m struggle with symbolic
overindulging and staggering out of
pie pizza and peanut butter pizza.
communication and abstract
restaurants in search of a place to lie
And if your kids would prefer to eat
thought, although that doesn't mean
down, this is the destination for you. at McDonald's, you can order them
we have nothing to learn.
Located in cb.e former home of Pizza a cheeseburger pizza and a potato
To-celebrate WAAD, encourage
Inn, Larry's takes pride in its famous
pizza, which is basically a Happy
any new parents you know ~o get
Pizza Parade. By comparison, the
Meal on crust. If you ask politely,
their children screened for autism.
Macy's.Thanksgiving Day Parade is
the chef might even make your
April 2 - International Children's
a cakewalk.
son a chicken nugget pizza, though
Book Day
I've often wondered what it must I warn against such a thing. The
Scheduled to coincide with the
have been like for ancient emperors
double-whammy might just cause
birthday of"The Little Mermaid"
to recline on sofas, let themselves
little boys to fall over in ecstasy. The
author Hans Christian Andersen,
be fanned by servants and order
adults, coasting ~n a pizza buzz par
International Children's Book Day
waiters to keep the food coming.
excellence, won't be far behind.
is the best excuse you'll ever need to
Having visited Larry's several times,
put down-your textbooks and crack
now I know. You see, Larry's is
DR. MICHAEL CLAXTON is
open The Berenstain Bears.
a guest contributor for The
no average buffet. Servers bring
The day is sponsored by the
Bison. He may be contacted at
a continuous pizzacopia to every
International Board on Books
mclaxto1@harding.edu
table, asking about once every two
for Young People, a nonprofit
organization based in Switzerland
that has 70 "national sections"
spread out across the globe. Each
year, one national section is picked
MARK SLAGLE
in history. 1hese tools ate at our
to be the international sponsor of
dispo~al, and how we use them will
tCBD, and the selected section
define our generation. I've seen
picks a prominent natiwe author
students go and do unimaginably
to compose a message to young
seIBess things for the good of others
readers everywhere. This year, Spain
all over our planet, not forpersonal
is sponsoring the ICDB;and the
gain, but because it was a way they
message is "Un libro te espera,
I turn on the televisiofrat night
could help. We are setting a new
buscalo!" ("A book is waiting for
to find guys my age winning gold
precedent, a new standard in service. you, find it!").
medals, upsetting number one
By using the fruits of our time, we
Personally, I'll be celebrating
seeds, even putting on Va.mpire teeth serve others in ways no one has been
ICDB with a copy of"The Napping
and a pea coat to capture the hearts
able to before. We are constantly
House" and "The Stinky Cheese
of women across the nation.
challenging the impossibility sec
Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales."
Bue how will we be
before us. A cure for world hunger
Don't think you're too grown up to
remembered? As a group of good
no longer seems unattainable. The
join me.
students at a small-town school in
end of malaria is a. target in sight.
April 3 - International Pillow
the middle ofArkansas? I pray chat
We're not daydreaming; we're
Fight Day
my kids never utter the phrase, "I
actively doing. I crave that this
Ar first, this special day sounded
just can't wait 'til I get to fret over
hope and resoluteness define our
hokey, like the "World Mulch
my test grades and worry about
generation. Of c6urse it's somewhat
Day'' declaration by a small plant
grad school just like you, Dad!"
ridiculous, but most dreams are.
nursery in Pennsylvania. But a quick
Or that they would dream sweet
Someday we'll be mothers.
look around the Web site (www.
dreams of reaching the 1,000
What stories will we raise our kids
pillowfightday.com) convinced me
friend mark on Facebook? When
on? I pray tha~ Peter Pan lights up
that International Pillow Fight Day
did our dreams of being firemen
a little boy's eye.5 and he wonders,
is actually going to happen. And it's
and astronauts turn into dreams
if only for a second, what it
going to be big.
of becoming great test-takc:rs and
would be like to fly. Someday our
Pillow fights are being organized
having stunning online profile
gFanddaughters will find an old
at the city level ·by independent
pictures? Our saloons have turned
picture ind ask us what it was like
groups. The most impressive aspect
into study rooms, our open ranges
to be born in the late 80s. Next
of this day is just how international
of buffalo have transformed
year the freshmen will probably ask
it is: brawls are planned in dozens of
into vending machines, ·and our
the same question.
countries on every continent, save
national parks have been reduced
Someday we'll be fathers. What
fo'r Antarctica and its crippling lack
to treadmills. Where have our
will our sons say about us at the
of pillows.
cowboys gone? There are very few
playground? Will they gloat about
All this is being organized by
of us who can even really pull off a
our Ray Bans and skinny jeans?
members of an "urban playground
mustache anyway.
Will they brag on how much our
movement,'' a loose band of
And I start to dream of our
starting income was out of college?
mischief-makers sec against ~e
generation as a whole. We serve.
Of course not, because those things
"passive, non-social, branded
We care. Not that this is completely
will pass with the trends of our
consumption experiences" like 1V
unique to our generation as opposed generation; Tamigotchis and our
shows and advertisements that are
to the many generations before us,
easy-bake ovens, our VHSs and our commandeering our senses and our
bur the fact still remains that we
Twilight books. No, they won't be
public spaces. All I know is, their
do. We serve. We care. But with
bogged down with those things.
idea of social activism sounds like a
unlimited possibility. No other
They'll talk of how we lived, how
great thing to tty in chapel. Not that
generation before has had the
we served, and they'll talk of how
I'm encouraging anything ...
opportunities we do. The Internet as we loved ... and have ' never really
Regardless of how you decide to
we know it didn't even exist during
let up doing so. And of course,
celebrate this weekend, welcome to
our parents' age. The ability to travel
they'll giggle when our musmches
Harding, and thank you for reading
from one continent to another so
tickle their cheeks as we kiss them
The Bison!
effortlessly is completely exclusive to
good night.
our generation's toolbox. We are able
BLAKE MATHEWS serves
MARK SLAGLE is a guest
to communicate in seconds from
as the editor-in.:chief for the
contributor for The Bisori. He
one side of the globe to another.
2009-2010 Bison. He may
may be contacted at
Never underestimate that we are in
be contacted at bmathews@
mslagle@harding:edu
the middle of a very critical point
hardif"!g.edu

Searching For Post-Pizza Buzz

F

or longtime Searcy residents,
watching the rise and fall
of new restaurants in town
is something of a hobby. Because
eateries seem to come and go so
often around here, locals have
sometimes been known to set
up lawn chairs outside a new
establishment and then sic there
with.a stopwatch, taking bets on
·how many hours it will take for the
place to shut down. The record,
I think, was a hot dog joint that
folded within two days. Of course,
if you have to go out to eat to get
a hot dog, you really should take
a Continuing Education course
in how to boil water and squeeze
mustard. But I digress.
There's a bui1®1g on Beebe
Capps that is the Bermuda Triangle
of White County food service.
Ac last count, more than 600
restaurants have opened and closed
in that location, including Italian,
Mexican, barbecue, seafood and
other exotic cuisines. I cross my
fingers for the present occupant, the
Whistle Stop, which was still ope.n •
at the time of writing. It's a fine
place to eat.
Honorable mention must go
to a short-lived country kitchen
on Race Street that was once a
McDonald's and is now a wings
joint. One of my colleagues and
I just happened to catch this dive
- name withheld for fear of a
lawsuit - during the four days that
it was open. Afrerwards my friend
coined the term "cornbricks" for the
unbreakable square of bread .that
accompanied the main course. This,
incidentally, is the same wordsmith
who also came up with the phrase
. "cheese tsunami" to describe the
wreckage left behind when a large
party left its table near us at Mazzio's

Guest
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The Titnes They Are A Changiri'
I can escape in a dream. I
can imagine myself at the top of
Everest, covered in ic~ and gasping
for thin air through the giant .
smile across.my face. I'm likely to
have frostbite and a ferociously
thick mustache. A mustache can
define a man. I picture myself,
of course, as the protagonist, the
hero, the victor; an outlaw in
some old western town, scar on
my face and yet again (or rather,
more complete) with a mustache
as thick as the mane on my horse,
which of course I call with a stout
whistle, a skill which has eluded
my taients my entire life but hey,
it's a dream. Think "Iron Will"
meets "Tombstone." I'm called by
the townspeople to save all of the
orphans from a malicious railroad
owner forcing them to work
dreadful hours as slaves.
I can get really specific and plan
out each scenario. I play it all out,
frame by frame in my head. I'm the
director in my own blockbuster.
I feel a crimson .cape resting on
my shoulders and a leather diaper
fastened just below my bulging six
pack. Spear in hand, I protect the
liberties of the Spartan homefront.
More often though, I'm a humble
soldier, running through the
woods of France, carrying an
injured child, bullets whizzing
by, barely dodging each one as I
save a whole town from Hitler
·himself Occasionally, I'll drift to
the glory of nailing that lase finger
shakedown in a grand finale of
Spring Sing, dressed up and down
in more glitter and silk than pride.
But my manhood will quickly stir
myself back into a flannel-dad
mountain climber or leatherskinned·pirate, wind in my hair
and sea salt on my lips.
I wake up rubbing the sleep out
of my eyes to find myself at a small,
Christian school in Searcy, Arkansas
... hardly World War II France or
a massive ~in Nepal. And the
closest I've come to the Wild West is
crying to pull off a denim shirt with
denim jeans.
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Larell's Celebrity
Rundown

M

ichael Lohan is now
ordering his daughter
Lindsay Lohan to go to
rehab. And might I add, this was 1
done through a press conference.
Can we all say, "desperate fu.ther
seeking media attention?:' Please.
Michael also said he did not want
Lindsay to turn out like Brittany
Murphy or DJ AM. If you haven't
picked up on this yet, all these ahists
died from drug overdose. On a side
note, momma Lohan is not happy
that her ex-hubby is holding a press
conference for his additional 15
minutes of fume to eap off the hour
of attention-grabbing dead-beat
parent that Michael allegedly is.
Dina Lohan also mentioned that
she has a criminal protective order
against Michael, and he is one year
behind in child support. Michael,
you have been called out! How does
it feel now that America knows
what a pathetic father you are? Dina
finished her public statement by
saying Lindsay is in good hands and
everything is fine. As much as I want
to be on Dina's side, they are both
ri~t and both wrong. Lindsay does

y:

A & P Tax: 101

u might have noticed the
signs that have gone up
around town in the last few
weeks asking for a vote for or against
the A&P Tax. Unless you read the
local paper or listen to gossip at a
loca\ doughnut shop, you probably
are completely unaware of the
need help but publicizing fumily
upcoming special election in Searcy.·
business is a desperate attempt to
On April 13, Searcy voters will be
seek attention. Both parents need
given the chance to vote on the
to leave Lindsay alone, and Lindsay
A&P Tax. Anyone who is registered
needs to keep making comedies.
to vote in the city of Searcy can
Another. "Mean Girls" perhaps?
vote in this special election. This
If Sandra Bullock can'.t find
·includes year-round Searcy residents
someone to commit, then there is
as well as college students who are
no hope for anyone. Our Oscarregistered in Searcy. It is important
winn.ing queen is now wondering
for each person who votes to be
what she will do with her cheating
informed and weigh the costs and
husband. Shocking, another man
benefits of the A&P Tax before
cheats on his wife in Hollywood. Is
voting.
cheating a part of the lifestyle there?
I was born in Searcy and
· Wake up, shower, eat , cheat, go to
lived in Searcy from junior high
work, go back to bed? Jesse James,
through college. I moved away.
, the slimeball who reportedly had at
upon graduating from Harding in
least three mistresses, now checked
1988, but moved back to Searcy in
himself to rehab in an effort to save
2000 to raise my family. I served
his marriage to Sandra. Jesse made
six years on the board of Searcy
a public announcement that he
Youth Soccer, and I now have served
had "poor judgment." D ude, this is
for several years on the Parks and
Sandra Bullock, "Miss Congeniality." Recreation Advisory Board. I say all
How can you have poor judgment?
of this just so y:ou will understand
But let's look at these three
the diversity of my perspective. I
mistresses. The first mistress, the
have experienced Searcy as a child,
one I call "the crazy mistress" has
college student and now fu.ther. I
pictures of her posing like a Nazi.
have been active in community
Great judgment Jesse. The next
service for the last 10 years, trying to
mistress looks like wannabe Pink
help maintain and improve the high
when she tries to be hard and tough
quality of life we enjoy in Searcy. I
with tattoos covering her arm. The
know Searcy past and present, and
third mistress looks like the tired,
I understand that as nice as things
worn down Cher look-alike. And
are, there are many needs that have
out of nowhere and. completely
to be addressed as we move into the
unexpectedly, Jesse James' ex-wife,
future.
Janine Lindemulder, wants to be
It seems to me that a good way
best friends with Sandra. I guess the
to present you with information on
saying is true: your enemy's enemy
the A&P is with a Q&A, so here
is your best friend. Also, Janine's
are some questions that people have
daughter says Sandra is the best.
asked along with answers.
Therefore, if Sandra and Jesse split,
What is the A&P Tax? Many
this new friendship will blossom.
years ago, the State legislature set
I think it's safe to say that America
up the Advertising & Promotion
minus West Coast Choppers, Jesse
(A&P) Tax for cities to use to
James' Company, has Sandra's back
generate revenue to help advertise
on this messy split.
and promote a city, and to maintain
And we all thought this couple
and improvi; parks and recreation
would.stay together, yeah right. The
in their city. The revenue is locally
couple I am talking about is Kim
controlled and by law must be spent
Kardashian and Reggie Bush. Kim is
for the designated uses, which are all
the queen of media anention mak,ing · intended to promote and improve
Michael Lohan look like a humble
facilities in the city, and to help
civil servant. This reality star moved
draw more events and visitors to the
our of Bush's pad, estimated to be
city. The tax applies to money spent
worth $5. l million, after rumors of
on hotel room rentals and food
a hookup between her boyfriend and service products. Some have called
a waitress in Miami. Ifl were living
it a "food tax," but that is deceptive
in a mansion that was estimated
because the tax does not apply to
over $5 million and my girl cheated
groceries, just eating out. People
on me, she would be on the curb
who do not stay in a hotel and do
with the quickness. I am surprised
drama queen Kim Kardashian left
instead of kicking out Reggie Bush
like yesterday's leftovers. Sources
n case you missed it, and you
say that the name of the waitress
probably did for a number of
is January Gessert. Any girl whose
reasons, Harding was recently
. name is a month that is not April or
attacked
by an anonymous group.
·M ay is trouble. Clearly January is
J'm
talking
about The Bulletin.
not the type of girl to have a serious
Actually,
that;s
a typo, it wa5 writboyfriend, ifyou catch my drift. She
ten·
on
their
own
handout as The
would seem like the type of girl who
BULLetin,
wh
ich
is fairly accuwill hook up with fu.mous NBA stars
rate.
If
you
d
on't
!wow
what I'm
for publicity. "Eat at _ __ for
talking
about,
I'l1
try
to
clarify
all you can eat, and you can meet
the
situation
for
you.
employee of the month January;
Some people, probably stuwho hooked up with Reggie Bush!"
dents,
released a bulletin exploiting
So what d oes this mean for Kim?
easy
targets
found at Harding with
Nothing. Maybe she got more fame.
cliches
and
o
ut-of-date slangs. Ir
M aybe this will appear on her new
.
was
a.piece
of
paper with three
reality 1V show "The Single ladies of
articles that came off as borderline
Miami, Florida."
racist and practically stomped on
the face of the C hurch of Christ.
LARELL REYNOLDS is a guest .
On the side, they managed to
contributor for The Bison. He
slip in some one-liners.like the
may be contacted at
announcement that9Friday w~ "in
'freynolcf@harding.edu.

a

events to the city and to promote
and advertise the city. In Searcy,
the target is for 70 percent of the
revenue to be used to support parks
and recreation. However, anyone
can apply for A&P money if they . ·
not eat out will not pay any A&P
have a need that meets the legal
Tax.
requirements for A&P money. For
Do other cities in Arkansas
example, if a non-profit organization
have an A~ Tax? Benton,
in Searcy wanted to host a 1OK run,
Bentonville, Blytheville, Brinkley,
they can apply for A&P moqey to
Cabot, Camden, Clarksville,
advertise and promote. If a youth
Conway, Dumas, El Dorado,
sports organization wants to add
Eureka Springs, Fairfield Bay,
lights to a new .field, they can
Fayeneville, Forrest City, Fort
apply for A&P money to make
Smith, Hardy, Har;rison, Heber
improvements: If a church wanted
Springs, Helena, Hot Springs,
to host a Christian concert at Spring '
Hope, Jacksonville, Jonesboro, Little Park, they can apply for A&P
Rock, Mena, N. Little Rock, Ozark,
money to advertise and promote. If
Pine Bluff, Roge.rs, Russellville,
the Harding Ultimate Frisbee Team
Sherwood, Springdale, Texarkana,
wants to host a tournament, they
Van Buren, West Memphis all have
can apply for A&P money to pay
an A&P tax.
for advertising. The A&P money is
Searcy is one of the largest
a local rax that can be used. by the
cities in Arkansas without one.
citizens to help make Searcy a better
You already pay an A&P tax every
place to live.
time you eat out in Linle Rock or
Why is money need ed for
any of these cities. Consider how
parks and recreation? The Searcy
much A&P tax Searcy residents pay
Parks and Recreation Advisory
in these cities, but the visitors to
Board has worked fot year~
Searcy do not pay an A&P tax. It is
with the city to do a better job
important to note that well over half of maintaining our parks and
of the revenue from this tax in many recreation facilities, and at the
cities comes from visitors, not the
same time to plan for growth
residents.
and make improvements for the
Who controls how A&P
future. We are blessed with a
money is spent? The city council
relatively good park system for
appoints an A&P Commission
a small city in Arkansas, mainly
with seven members: two from
because wise leaders in the past
city council, foµr from the local
planned for and spent money to
restaurant and hotel industry,
develop the parks.
.
and' one at-large member). The
However, the city of Searcy has
commission decides. how the money
more than doubled in size over the
will be spent, but by law the money·
last 30 years, and we are at a critical
must be spent to advertise and
point when we need to once again
promote Searcy and maintaifl and
make wise decisions and plan for the
improve parks and recreation. The
future. Some have claimed that our
A&P Commission meets regularly
taxes have paid for the facilities, but
to consider requests for funding.
in reality, most of the improvements
Some have said that the A&P
to the parks facilities in the last 30
cornmission does not have to answer years have been funded by generous
to _the people, but that is not true.
donations of local citizens and
The city council is elected and can a:t grants obtained by the parks and
any point vote to remove any or all
recreation department. Our current
members of the commission. These
tax revenue does not adequately
"checks and balances" between
support the current parks and
the city and the commission work
recreation needs, much less provide
well in cities across the state. The
money to make improvements and
commission is carefully selected by
plan for the future.
the city council and can be replaced
What improvements will
if there are any problems. The
we see funded by the A&P tax?
A&P commission will have regular
There are many current needs for
audits, and the report will be public
future improvements in Searcy that
information.
can be funded by the A&P tax.
Who can use A&P money?
These incl.ude: land acquisition
Obviously, the city can use A&P
for new parks to keep pace as the
money to maintain and improve
city expands, new sports fields
the parks and recreation facilities,
at the sports complex for public
to restore public spaces, to bring
use, extension of the bike trail
MARTY SPEARS

Guest
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around the city, new pavilions and
equipment at parks, improvements
to the Searcy Art Gallery,
renovations to the Senior Citizen
Center, a new public swimming
pool, funding for the Art.S council
and Historical Society, etc. The list
is long, but the A&P tax would
provide as much as $1,000,000 per
year that is currently not available to
meet those needs.
It is important to note that
cities see a jump in sales tax reven_u e
as a result of the A&P tax when
additional city events draw visitors
who shop at retail s~ores in Searcy.
How much will the A&P cost
mel The A&P Tax in Searcy would
be 3 percent on hotel rooms and ·
1 percent on food. The impact on
· most residents in Searcy would be
small. Most residents do not use
hotels, so the only new tax would
be on eating out. If you buy a $5
combo meal, the tax is 5 cents. If
you spend $100 per month eating
out, the tax is $1. Ifa family spends
$400 per month eating out, the
tax is only $4. The cost is very low,
so the significant benefits to the
community come at a very lo~
cost to the residents of Searcy. Even
ifyou or your fu.mily do stay in a
hotel in Searcy from time-to-time,
a 3 percent hotel tax is very low. If
you have traveled much at all, then
you know that hotel taxes across
the country range from 10 to 15
percent.
My initial response to a new
taX is negative, but in the case of
the A&P Tax, I see a local tax that
produces money that is locally
controlled and spent to make Searcy
a better place to live. The cost to the
typical fu.mily or student in Searcy
will be very small, and the income
generated and potential to make a
huge impact on the quality oflife
and opportunities for recreation
in Searcy is great. If you can afford
to spend $100 per month eating
out, then you can afford a $1 rax,
t>.specially considering that your
$1 taX will be spent in Searcy to
maintain and improve the quality
of life.
If you are registered to vote in
Searcy, pl~ase go vote in favor of
the A&P Tax on April 13. You can
make a difference for the future of
the city of Searcy.

MARTY SPEARS is ·Harding's
assistant vice president of
academic affairs and a guest
contributor for The Bison. He
may be contacted at mspears@
harding.edu.

The Bulletin: Recycling Cliches
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WILL RENO
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CAF now BYOTB (Bring Your
Own Taco Bell)."
• I'm sure I'd like co get a sw eet
case of diarrh ea while I'm in the
CAF. Great idea! To top it all off,
they printed the inside upsidedown, which is probably some
elaborate joke tha t only humor
elitists wo uld understand because
its a m etaphor for something
political. Give me a break. ·
If I haven't sold you on the
fact that lhe Bulletin was as
terrible as Kansas' showing in
the second round (busted my
bracket), ther T'll - : • •A··~ ·· A - ~ ··h

er line or two from the respected
news team. There was a "hilarious" article on the prayer w all's
missing status which included
a quote from Danielle Langley
saying, 'T m aston ish ed that my
peers wouldn't respect a piece of
butcher paper taped on a wall.
If they won't revere that, then I
don't know what they will."
Good one guys. I bet you'd
like to see soine gold-plated Etch a~Sketch covered in Worchestershire Sauce up there, wouldn't
yo u? Obviously its cost effectiveness was a key in its existence.
Harding's not abo ut spending
thousands of dollars on something that's going to be hanging
up on the wall or in trees for a
couple of months. It would be a
l
...~r•e of money.,
·

Out of fairness, The Bulletin
does have some positives about it.
The first one is that it only reminds
us of how classy The Weather
Report was. At least The Weather
'Report, better known as TWR,
poked fun in harmless ways, was.
well written, and the anonymity
m ade it even more fun.
The other plus, and the only
other thing I could think of, was
that The Bulletin gives us, the
student body, another chance to
recycle potential trash int~ reusable
paper. It's not the paper's fault that
it had terrible things done to it, so
let's give it another chance.

WILL RENO is a guest
contributor for The Bison. He
may be contacted at wreno@
harding.edu.
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ACT2
AFRICA
Hosts and Ensemble
arranged by J. Warren Casey

ACT 1
TWO WORLDS
Hosts and Ensemble
arranged by J. Warren Casey

,
ROCK 'N' ROLL ALL NIGHT...
Iota Chi, Gamma Sigma Phi, Pi Theta Phi, Delta Nu and Friends .
BROTHERS AND SISTERS
Nate White
arranged by J. David White

LET US BEE
Jll Go Ju, Ko Jo Kai and Friends

.

WHOl' DBE
Stephen McBride
arranged by J. David White
WALTON SCHOLARS FEATURE
Celebrating Latin American Culture
SOMETHING DlFFERENT
Harding University Jazz Band
arranged by Ernie Wilkins

CHINESE SCHOLARS FEATURE
Celebrating Chinese Culture
GERTRUDE',$ BOUNCE
Harding University Jazz Band
by Richie Powell; arranged by Mark Taylor
WILD AT HEART
Alpha Tau Epsilon, Chi ~~ppa Rho, Shantia and Friends
IF YOU'RE OUT THERE
· Cameron Frazier
arranged by J. Warren Casey

THE SHOW MUST GO ON
Delta Gamma Rho, Chi Omega Pi and Friends

:- ·

~

CRAZY LOVE
Sam Barker
arranged by J. Warren Casey

FLAWED ENFOURCEMENT
TNT, Zeta P.ho and Friends
UNITED WE STAND

Hosts

KIDS 'N' KICKS
Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina, OEGE and Friends

arra,nged by J. Warren Casey

JAi

FOUR BROTHERS
.
Hosts
arrang:<i by J. Warren Casey

by JOSEPH DICKERSON

student writer

. ':there is a first time for

e~rything, and this year's
··
Spring Sing is no exception. For the first time in Spring
Sing's 37 years, four ihale hosts
will emcee th:e show.
The four meh chosen as this
year's Spring Sing hosts are Sam
Barker, a junior vocal music
education and Bible double major
from l>ecatur, Ala.; Cameron
Frazier, a junior vocal music educatio!l major fromSSearcy, Ark.;
Stephen McBride, a sophomore
biochemistry and molci:u.ta,r biol- ·
9gy lll~jot fJ;pm Willii\Ulstown,
N.j.; and Nate White, a sophotX19fC vocal music education and
, l't\a~s!UP and ministry double
ma~r from Omaha, Neb.
Traditionally, two males and
two females are chosen as hosts
and hostesses; howeveu judges
decided to make history this' year
instead.
"'J;heywc~the four strongest
auditions pri.rnarily," said S_£ring
Sing director Steve Frye. "The fact
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ey must introduce die differ~ ·
thaMheJersey Boys numberJast.,, ous ~and was now going for ~
year was so well received 1illtyed · an even bigger role.
ent club~ and their -shows, be
some 0£ out cQn<.:~ ~lx>ut going
White had been chbs(}n last
c~mt;ortabl~ with perfQrmipg a
with only roen."'
year as a host for 1dic:!OO~ pro$O}Q musical piece and keep the
duction of Spring Sing and was
audience entertained during the
Auditions for hosts and hostdo.w ntime between show-S. .
'esses :areo~~nducted in the fall;n .. ,~cited t<?,
Though many of the clubs that
semester at Hardi.ng. A.fly StuQPnt again ~ .
can audition for the role, but only
"When I found out, 1 was
are performing during Sp~ing
Sing began practicing their shows
four fl{e chosen from 'Qe,hig~y
definitely excited to f?ll.t
a~rearly on in the spring semester,
competitive E_.OOl. This year Steven formance with some
fnends
the work for the hosts after audiFrye, Dotpe Fi:ye, C~nde'e Stock,'\", and to make ~o}lle new ones
still, Crru~ Ton.es and Warren
and blessed to have been chotions in the fall has been keeping
Casey chose the four men 'f rom
their schedules packed full.
sen, be.cause as I said, there is an
"I ·hope people don't try to
more than 20 hopefuls. Still, an
amazing talent pool at Harding,"
all-male group poses some issues.
White said.
compare it negatively to other
"You lose f:XPica;l four part
.Pressure has moµnted as some
years," White said. "Every year is
, harmony," Frye said. "You lose <)p- students debate the success of an , , a unique cast with a uwgus se~of
. challenges. No matter Who you
tions in .choreogr3fflY. as male/fe- l\ll;male quartet. ""
. .
. male .erurs. And·guys JUSt aren't~
"1liere was no ~Qestlon m my
are performing with, .ifyou truly
pt,"e!tY."
,.
mind that•·w e coula be ,su.ce-ess,.
love pe,rfon;ning, you will always
D~spite those di~a~~e;,,
tlilt ·ie said."~
· ainty be re3jly to step in front of that
Frye said that the four men. mesh was
felt because
'audieb.ce_~d!put on a show."
easily with each other' an<I had
frott • :Knowing the.histbry ·
,Fl},!<·\ ,is confident in the four
men.
very little trouble.~inging together
pting Si~g1 we were' to be
because "they ill have strong mue pioneer$ afihis venture, so it
"We hav~ lauglied aJotin
sical backgrounds."
. \yas a bit Aerve..wracking, and it
getting_ready for the show," Frye
"I was in complete disbelie~11
brought s<>me''CUfiosity to kno~ ~ said. "They have handled the
M cBride said after he was chdsen how we interacted and wHaf'>our
pressure with grace and sty~. I'm
as one of the hosts for ~J>
. ring
peers and directors would ~hink."
n~ored 1;0 have them represent
Sing. He had performe'(j. in the
• 1here are certain roles a host
the univetsi.ty for Spripg Sing
Bpring Sing ensemble the previmust perform during Spring Sing. ·-lrlternational."
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SECTION B

·Lady Bison tennis shows promise
by SARAH KYLE

student writer

With a 16-2 record and current 10-game
winning streak, the Lady Bison tennis team
is making some noise in the Gulf South
Conference this season.
This year's team is young with several
freshmen players making their collegiate
debut for the Lady Bisons. Freshman player
Ellen Hammons attributes this strength to
illustrious high school tennis careers for
many of the younger players.
"The freshmen that are really taking big
roles for our team this year simply came
from our past experiences with competitive tennis," Hammons said. "The ability to
compete well simply comes from competing,
and I know many of the other freshmen
were highly competitive in their respective
states' USTA groups and high school state
tournament."
Hammons added that her own success
comes from a formidable high school pro- .
gram that prepared her for the pressures of
performing at a collegiate level.
When choosing a university to continue
her tennis career, it was Harding's faith values
that brought Hammons and her tennis skills
to the university.
•
"I initially wanted to come to Harding
because of the great opportunity I knew it
would give me to allow my personal faith
with God to grow," Hammons said. "I feel
even more blessed that I was also given the
opportunity to continue playing the sport I
love at Harding."
While Hammons was traditionally a doubles
player during her high school competitions,
she said that her singles game has definitely
improved since coming to Harding. However,
Hammons said that playing doubles allows
her to relax and have more fun.
"There is something about the team aspect of doubles that I love being a part of,"
Hammons said. "Doubles just allows me to
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Sophomore Gin·a Cielo hits a backhand shot during a recent home match at Harding
University. Cielo is one of several young players contributing for the Lady Bisons.

relax more and stay focused on one point at
a time, and I love getting to share in a win
with my partner because the excitement is
'
doubled."

No matter how strong a player a girl on the
team is, Hammons said Coach David Elliot
constantly pushes the girls to keep improving
different aspects of their game.

"We are a great group with a lot of
potential, he [Coach Elliot] says, and he is
always trying to help me understand what
I can keep working on in my tennis game,"
Hammons said. "Bis expectations for me to
not only improve but also perform as well as
I can, as much as I can, has greatly helped
me to become a better tennis player."
One of the first areas Hammons said she
hopes to improve in is sheer experience.
"My main focus has been on getting in a
high state of physical shape specifically for
tennis and gaining confidence from all areas
of competition in practice and matches,"
Hammons said. "The most important area I
feel I lack as a freshman is really experience.
I have been trying to learn more about how
college tennis works and gain the confidence
I need so that my team can rely on me to
play whatever role I am needed for in the
season."
Fellow freshman player Callie Huey said
that she believes the team is doing so well
because of a strong sense of community
among the girls.
"We had a big recruiting class, but I think
we have had such good success because.we
all get along and play really well together,"
Huey said. "We don't want to let each othir
down, and so it motivates us to fight really
hard to win our matches for our team."
Huey added that while it is hard to tell
• how the conference will turn out due to
team's general inexperience with the Gulf
South Conference teams, she believes that
the team has the talent to perform well in
conference games.
'
"It is hard to say how we will do since
most of us have never played teams in this
conference, but·teams change every year,
and how we.match up against other teams
is always interesting to see," Huey said. "But
I know that we definitely have the ability
and talent on our team to play really well
against them and have a lot of success in
our conference."

Freshman vaulter debuts with new school record
by SARAH KYLE
student writer

Harding freshman Tiffany
Chambers opened the outdoor
track season strong, setting a new
school record in pole vault at the

Rhodes Open last Saturday.
The meetwas the collegiate debut
for Chambers, a native of Rogers,
Ark, who broke Leslie Stackpole's
2008 record of8feet,10 inches by
vaulting 9 feet, 5.75 inches, finishing
in 10th place at the meet.

Chambers said that while it is
"I did set a school record, but
exciting to break a school record, ·that ~asn't my pers.onal best for
she did not break her own personal outdoor, so to improve from that
record from her high school vault- height shouldn't be all that hard,"
ing career. Breaking that record, Chambers said. "To break my
Chambers said, will prove more personal best, though, that will
be tough. There are a lot of little
difficult.

things in pole vaulting that have
to be done just right in order for a
good va\llt to happen."
With the rest of the season still
to come, Chambers said the jump
and vault teams have been working
see TRACK page 2b

American ·League preview with opener days away
CHRIS O'DELL

The
Lead off
From the moment Mark
Teixeira made the final
out to clinch the Yankees' 27th World Series title
last November, the wait for the
new season began for 29 other
teams. Those 29 teams were
forced to wait five long and
painful months before baseball
season would officially begin in
April.
With only days remaining
until the Major League Baseball season opener, fans are
becoming increasingly anxious
about the start of the new
sea.son. While the first regular
season game is a chance for
some teams to defend division
titles or league championships, it is also an opportunity
for teams that underachieved
in 2009 to finally reach their
goals.
When a new season approaches, fans from teams
around the league. revive their
hope for the new year. So with
opening day right around
the corner, let's preview each
division heading into the 2010
season and the frontrunners for
each pennant, starting with the
American League and finiShing
with the National League in
next issue's column.
AL East- The division that
has widely been considered the
best in all of baseball for several

,.,.
\.

years should be equally impressive this season. The defending
champion Yankees will be back
with even more star power
after the offseason additions of
center-fielder Curtis Granderson from the Detroit Tigers
and Javier Vazquez from the
Atlanta Braves.
With Vazquez added to the
Yankee rotation, the Bronx
bombers should at least have a ·
starting five equal to the Boston
Red Sox. However, Boston will
also be back with more pitching
by adding the year's biggest free
agent in pitcher John Lackey.
The ex-Angel should help bolster a Boston rotation that saw
its share of injuries last season.
Aside from the familiar faces
in Boston and New York, the
division's least respected team
heading into the new season
might be the Tampa Bay Rays.
For a team that won not only
the AL East in 2008 but also
the American League pennant, the Rays have gotten
little respect heading into 2010.
With an All-Star caliber player
at six different positions at the
very least, one of the game's
best pitching rotations and a
newly acquired closer in Rafael
Soriano, the Rays migh't have as
good a chance ·as any to snatch
the AL E~st crown this season.
Wit~ little hope of the
Toronto Blue Jays or Baltimore
.Orioles leading the division at
season's end, it should all come
down to a three-team race
between the Rays, Red Sox, and
Yankees. My prediction for AL
East supremacy has the Yankees

down to a three-team race. I see Central pennant.
repeating as champions of the
league's best division with the
For starters, the Chithis being the year the Angels
Rays and Red Sox in a close
finally end their run of domina- cago White Sox, who acquired
pitcher Jake Peavy last season,
second and third, respectively.
tion of the AL West and either
AL West- The division has
'Fexas or Seattle ending it. With will have one of the best shots
a close battle until the last few
~t finishing ahead of Minnebeen dominated by the Los
games of the season, Texas will
Angeles Angels of Anaheim in
sota. With an old lineup, the
White Sox will look to Mark
end their decade-long playoff
recent years, and experts might
Buehrle and the rest of the staff
tab them as favorites heading
drought and win the division
into the season because of past
for the first time since the late
to lead the team. The same .will
accomplishment.s. However, with 90s. The Mariners will finish a
be true for the Detroit Tigers
the departure of several key conclose second' with the Angels
who will look to pitchers Justin
tributors, and with the addition
not far behind.
Verlander, Rick Porcello and
of multiple talented players on
AL Central- The division
Max Scherzer to blow away
Texas, Seattle and Oakland, the
might have changed direc-·
hitters at the plate.
division might be as wide open as tions before the season began
Despite the Royals having the
• best closer in the division with
ever this season.
when Minnesota announced
Not only did the Angels lose
that closer Joe Nathan is done
Nathan out and' possibly the best
long-time power hitter Vladimir
for the season after requirstarter in all of baseball, it is hard
Guerrero and lead-off hitter
to see Kansas City making any
ing Tommy John surgery in
Chone Figgins, the team will
his right shoulder. However,
serious noise for a division crown
I don't see the loss of Nathan,
this season. The same can be said
also have to make up'for the loss
of reliable relief pitcher Darren
fi?r the Indians, who are just two
who has arguably been one of
Oliver and ace John Lackey. To
the top three closers in baseball and a half years removed from
make matters worse, three of the
since joining the Twins in 2003, their World Series appearance in
four players went on to sign with hurting the team tremendously. 2007. I see the Twins moving full
a division rival- Oliver and
steam ahead without their AllThe Twins still boast the
Guerrero heading south to play
division's best lineup, best
Star closer and winning the divifor the Texas Rangers.
defensive unit and have the
sion by a couple of games over
Aside from Guerrero and
Central's best overall player in
the Tigers and White Sox, who
Oliver, the Rangers also signed
Joe Maurer. The reigning AL
finish second and third to round
pitcher Rich Harden and traded MVP became the first catcher
out the top of the division.
former ace Kevin Milwood
That's how I see the Amerito lead the league in batting
for some help in the bullpen.
average, on-base percentage
can League races shaping up
The Mariners made perhaps
throughout the course of a 162
and slugging percentage in the
the biggest offseason splash
same season in baseball history.
game season. For a preview on
though by trading for the
Maurer also won a Gold Glove
the National League race, read
former Cy Young winner Cliff
for his work behind the plate.
part two of the MLB season
Lee. The M 's also traded for
The face of the Twins was one
preview next issue.
slugger Milton Bradley, signed
of four players to hit for at least
speedster Chone Figgins from
28 home runs for Minnesota. If
Anaheim and added several
the Twins can find some consis- CHRIS O'DELL
utility players. Assuming the
tency with the bats, the division serves as the sports editor for
the 2009-2010 Bison.
Ns don't make a monumental
might be theirs for the keepHe may be contacted at
improvement from last season,
ing. However, there will still be
codell@harding.edu
this division might also come
several contenders for the AL
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Bison Notes
·Bison football

spring wrap-up
information courtesy of HU
Sports Information

BisQns complete
sprmg practices
"'

Harding University sophomore quarterback Chaz Rogers
directed the first-team offense to
three touchdowns on seven drives
Friday night as the Bison football
wrapped up spring practice with its
annual spring game.
Rogers, a native of Guntersville,
Ala., rushed 14 times for 115 yards

Blanchard, who made numerous tackles.Josh Aldridge had
a fumble.recovery, and Terone

Harding won the Lyon tournament.
Jackson was three strokes back
after an opening round 77, but
his round two score tied him with

and scored a four-yard touchdown
on the final play of the scrimmage.
Rogers also completed two passes
for 54 yards, including a 45-yard
borrib to senior Kurt Adams.
The offense also received touchdown runs from redshirt freshman
Ryan Bro~n (5 yards) and redshirt
freshman Dre Whittle (4yards).
The games' top rushers included
redshirt freshman Bo Woods, who
carried five times for 40 yards. Kale
Gelles rushed four times for 29
yards, Kyle Young rushed six times

Harding University freshman
Lewis Jackson shot an even-par
72 in the second round to lead the
Bison golf team to a victory over
three other teams at the Lyon College Scots Invitational on Monday

Jackson won the individual title
on the first playoff hole to become
Harding's first individual medalist
since D usty Gourley won the same
tournament last season. ·
Harding finished with a tworound total of 606, its third-best
tournament score of the season.
Freshman Ryan Hadash

for 25 yards and Sammy Williams
carried five times for 25 yards.

and Tuesday. The event was held at
The Course at Eagle Mountain.

finished third for Harding at 152,
Bruce McMullen and Dustin

Harding's defensive stars
included defensive endJermaine

Shephard had an interception.

Cauldwell were tied for sixth at
154.

. Lady Bison golf
places second

Seth Johnson of Lyon at 149.

Jackson leads Bison
golf to victory

It was Hqrding's first win ofthe
season and the second straight time

Richter tied for fourth at 153,
and .Blake Chase and Brandon

All five Harding players notched
top-10 finishes and the Lady Bisons
placed second in the five-team field
at the Lyon College Piper Invitational on Monday and Tuesday at
The Course at Eagle Mountain.
Harding freshman Whitney
Ohlhausen was the Lady Bisons'
top finisher. She shot .a tournament-best round of 80 in the second round and tied for second at
167,just two strokes off champion
Ana Morales of Arkansas Tech:

TRACK: Young vaulter off to quick start in career
CONTINUED from page 1 b
Chambers said. "Being new at vaulting in
hard to prepare for the 2010 outdoors general, I have to start at the beginning and
work my way up."
season.
Chambers said she believes that the
"[We] have been working hard on
building expiosive muscles and increas- remainder of the season will only bring
ing our speed," Chambers said. "We run better and higher vaults as she masters the
200s, lOOs, [are] lifting three time a week, technique and gains more strength, but that
[have] drills specific to our event and full she looks to God no matter how successful
approach vaulting or jumping at least the season is.
twice a week."
"Josh Winslager, the vaulter from the
The training has only been helped by the men's team, and I have been working very
support of coaches Guymon and Phillips, · hard to improve our heights over the past
Chambers said.
few months, and to see that pay off has been
"[Phillips] is taking the time to teach me amazing," Chambers said. "But no matter
even the basics of vaulting again," Chambers how the season turns out, God has brought
said. "(Guymon and Phillips] are always there us so far already, and I am grateful for all
at our meets and know the right things to say He has done."
With the growing success of the team in
to get me motivated. I'm the type of athlete
that needs to be pushed by my coa<lh, but recent seasons, Chambers said she believes
supported at the same time."
the program will gain more new recruits in
One area that Phillips has particularly coming years.
helped Chambers with is her approach, which
"People are starting to hear about our sport
Chambers said is the first of many steps to inside the university and out," Chambers
perfecting her skill, as she started vaulting said. "People from back home ask me about
just two years ago.
the tc!am and what they can do to become
"Vaulting is compiled of many little a part of it. With records being broken, it
things that build on each other. In order to makes the team as a whole look better and
vault well, everything has to be just right," more appealing to recruiters."

Katy Grant
·Won the 3000-meter
steeplechase in 11
minutes, 11.71 seconds
at Rhodes College
• Hit NCAA provisional
qualifying mark

Tiger looks to rebuild career, reputation
JAMES BUCE

Guest
Sports
Column

N

ext weekend one of the
greatest sporting events
will be held in Augusta,
Ga., and every eye will be watching,
not for the golf, but for the return · '
ofTiger Woods.
The Masters Tournament will
mark the return of the fallen superstar
since last November's infamous car
accident that sent Woods and his
image into a tailspin, culminating
in his indefinite leave from the
game of gol£
Early in the morning on Nov.
27, Woods.was in a car accident following reports of marital infidelit}r.
Under mounting pressure from a
slew of reports, Woods admitted
he had cheated on his wife.
Over the last six months, Woods'
photo courtesy of Associated Press
image has changed. He was once Tiger Woods speaks to the media during a news conference at the Masters at the Augusta National
known as the untouchable golfer; . Golf Club in Augusta, Ga. Golf returns to one of its most revered places with a story line Bobby Jones
W oods is now known as a sex-ad- could have never imagined when he helped build Augusta National. Tiger Woods has shamed himself,
dict, and may never recover his but the Masters will show that he has done nothing to shame the gan:ie itself.
reputation.
reproach but was proven wrong his image.
Sponsors drcwped Woods and media and America.
Now he must move on.
Woods was checked into rehab during this crisis.
discontinued his brands because
Woods announced March 16 he
Never was there an athlete or
of the events that unfolded. Media following the press conference
outlets had what seemed to be 24- admitting to his infidelity. His life individual whose fall from grace would return to play in the Masters,
hour coverage ofWoods and every will never be the same, which may was so publicized. With the· news his first tournament since his life
always reporting, Woods' every step · was turned upside down.
be a good thing.
rumor that surfaced.
Following the long layoff, Woods
The personal nightmare that was scrutinized.
Woods withdrew from the media
Woods has seen his personal must now try to rebuild hit image and
but coverage ofrumors and sightings Woods has endured since November
continued until he announced he has hopefully opened his eyes and life fall apart because of his ac- change the newly formed opinions
·
would speak to the media in Febru- ,the eyes of America to the fact tions. He has seen his professional America has of him.
There is no question that what
ary. There he admitted to cheating that decisions have consequences. career put on hold. He has seen his
ori his wife in front his family, the Woods thought he was above brand nosedive and sponsors drop Woods did was unethical and his

image will never be the same, but
he is a professional athlete and
must continue playing the sport
he helped revive.
Woods is returning to the game .
.he loves with a newly humbled attitude. He has already talked about
. his play and has promised to clean
up his language during play. He
knows he is not above the game
and that his profession does not
make him invincible.
The Masters Tournament will
begin Apr. 8, but the media coverage will start Monday, Apr. 5, when
Woods will liold his first press
conference since his last tournament
in November.
Woods is one of three players to
have won the Masters at least four
times and won .h is first Masters
tournament when he was just 21,
during his rookie year.
The Masters is the tournament
where Woods feels comfortable, so it
is no coincidence this is the tournament he chose as his return.
The tournament next weekend
will be interesting because there
are so many questions surrounding the return of one player. The
game will go on with or without
Woods, but the sport has benefited
from his play. Hopefully, the new
image he is trying to build during
play will reflect personal changes
in his lifestyle.

JAMES BUCE is a guest sports
columnist for the 2009-2010
Bison. He may be contacted at
jbuce@harding.edu

Your parents will love knowing you got the best care'.

Harding Alumni Serving Harding Students
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Campus groups go barefoot A&P saga to
end in vote

by SAM HOLSCHBACH
managing editor

On April 8, students will
find ample opportunities to bare
their soles from 3 to 6 p.m. at
Harding's Barefoot Festival,
designed to raise funds to buy
shoes for poverty-stricken
children in El Salvador.
"It heightens awareness
of what it's like for a child
who doesn't have shoes, to
go without shoes for a day
and see what it feels like,"
sophomore Zach Daggett
said of the festival's activities,
which are done primarily while
barefoot.
Campus groups such as the
Jesus Project, Harding Walking Society and Multicultural
Student Action Committee
are sponsoring the festival,
which will feature a barefoot
obstacle course, foot-painting
sessions, slack rope, live music,
a barefoot walk and an open
mic on Harding's front lawn.
A money drive will also take
. place in the student center
before the afternoon festivities.
Participation in each activity
will cost between S.50 and Sl,
which will directly benefit·
El Salvadorian children.1be
festival deliberately coincides
with TOMS Shoes' "One Day
Without Shoes"event, in which
TOMS encottrages all students
to spend part oftheir day, even
just a few minutes, barefoot
to experience how children
in poor regions live.
As the festival's focal point,
students can order white
TOMS shoes for $40 that
can be customized April 24
at a TOMS "Style Your Sole"
party during the Multi.cultural
Student Action Committee's
International Food Festival.
During the party, art students
will decorate students'TOMS
shoes according to their personal tastes.
"TOMS sells arti.st-designed shoes online; that's
kind of the idea behind it,"

by LAUREN BUCHER

courtesy of JESSICA CASTRO
Children play in El Salvador during a mission by the Jesus Project last summer. The
Barefoot Festival will benefit children in need like these.

Daggett said. ''You can go and
get your own custom pair of
shoes that you had designed
to your style."
The Jesus Project will use
all proceeds from festival
activities to purchase shoes
for about 250 El Salvadorian
children Composed ofWalton
scholars, the Jesus Project has
helped these children for 13
. years, visiting them anhually
in summer to furnish them
with supplies. This summer's
emphasis on a shoe drop is
a new development.
"Whatever we· raise here
[in Searcy] we bring to the
kids,anythingtheyneed,"Jesus
ProjectmemberLuceroGutierrez said. 'We figured out that
they need shoes - sometinJes
they don't go to school because
they don't have shoes."
Gutierrez said one of the
Jesus Project's main g~als is
for El Salvadorian children to
graduate from high school As
such, providing the children
with shoes enables them

to improve their school at• tendance.
Members oftheJesus Project said they feel compelled to
help underprivileged children
in El Salvador because of the
many blessings they have
received to be scholastically
successful.
"We have everything we
need to study, be successful in
life," Jesus Project president
Jose Rafael Elvir said. "We
have a different perspective
on life than what those kids
have because of the area
where they live, the limitations they have. It's part
of loving others with the
blessings we receive."
El Salvadorian children
. are not the only beneficiaries
of the Barefoot Festival. For
every pair of TOMS shoes
purchased at the festival, a
pair of shoes will be donated
to a needy child, no matter
·if that child lives in El Salvador or another region of
the world. TOMS' mission

of increasing awareness and
. aid for barefoot children will
also gain a greater stronghold
on campus as a result of the
festival.
For more information
about the Barefoot Festival,
join the festival's event on
Facebook (event name:
"Barefoot Festival"). To order
a white pair ofTOMS to be
customized, post your shoe
size to the event wall. Shoe
orders and money will be due
April 8. To date, roughly 80
pairs have been ordered.
Whether students purchase
TOMS shoes or participate
in Barefoot Festival activities,
their actions.will brighten the
lives of El Salvadorians.
"We're giving them a better future," Elvii said, "We're
getting them through high
· school, and they ~an then
get a degree in college and
do something better in the
future. It's about impacting
lives so that those lives can
impact others.

Recyclemania winds down
by TIFFANY JONES

The competition is broken
down into two divisions,
competitio~ and benchmark.
Two years ago, all of Har-· Schools competing in the
ding University's waste was benchmark division are
going straight to Two Pine competing against themselves,
Landfill. This all changed working to beat their scores
when GregTatera,Aramark's from the year befor«. Tatera
director of building services, decided that, "ifwe're going
got the go-ahead from the ad- to do this, we just need to
ministration to start Harding's jump in."
first recycling program. After
Tatera entered Harding
last year's success of more, into the competition division,
than 154,000 lbs. recycled, competing directly against
Tatera thought the time 266 schools across the United
was right to enter Harding States, including another
in RecycleMani~.
Arkansas school, University of
RecycleMania, sponsored Arkansas-Fayetteville. This is
by.Keep America Beautiful, a tough competition because
is a 10-week competition University of Arkansas has
to increase recycling across had a recycling program in
America's C<?llege campuses place since 1991.
and raise awareness of waste
"In many of the [Recymanagement. The 10 weeks cleMania] categories, we're
beg-an Jan 17 and ended March beating Fayetteville because
27. Official final results will it's based on not just your
not be posted until April 7. size but the percentage of
Schools are ranked by the participation, and they are
amount of recycled goods three or four times bigger
recycled per person in the than we are."
per capita category and by
In fact, in the recycling per
which school is producing the capita rankings of Week 9,
least solid waste in the waste Harding is 77 schools ahead
minimization category.
of Fayetteville. Fayetteville is

student writer

"I am concerned
that the
commission
will be selfperpetuati.ng.
Once the tax is
active, it wi 11 be
difficult to get rid
of."

student writer

ranked 40 schools ahead of o y 2!) percent of the"school
us in the waste minimization is recycling. That gives Harding
category, but in the combined a lot of room to grow.
· The major recycliµg push
Gp.rid Champion category we
are still in the lead ranked 138 · for this year has been classroom
over Fayetteville's 188.
recycling.
"As a student, when the
In addition to the per
capita and waste minimiza- bell rings and you have paper
tion categories, schools can or plastic bottle in your hand,
compete in target categories you're interested in getting
for paper, cardboard, bottles, to your next class, not where
cans and food service organic the closest recycling bin is,"
Tatera said. "So the easiest
materials.
To measure Harding's thing to do is throw it in the
progn;ss, all materials. are trash. To fix that problem
weighed by product, then there are now recycling bins
given away to the city for · in every classroom except for
free. Even with giving away the science building, which
recyclables the school is should receive them by the
still saving money because· end of this semester."
Last year, a 250,000 lb.of a decrease in waste going
into the dumpsters. With recycling goal was set for
the new recycling efforts, the July.-Jun ofthis year. That goal
dumpsters for the student has already been matched and
center have been reduced exceeded with three months
from two dumpsters to one, left to go.
Tatera believes that Chrissaving the school around
tians are called to be good
$400 a month.
Within the 10-week span ·stewards of God's gifts.
"What we do to this earth
ofRecycleMania, Harding has
recycled 68,840 lbs., 36,000 ultimately we're doing for or
of that total coming from against him,"Tatera said. "So,
recycled paper. According to love the Creator and love His
RecycleMania calculations creation."

Come enjoy
our great
selection of
drinks and
food.in a

Registered voters will decide whether or not to retain
the controversial Advertising
and Tourism Promotion Tax,
or the A&P tax, in a special
election Tuesday, April 13 at
the Carmichael Community
Center.
The A&P tax affects
Searcy's hotel and tourism
industry. Businesses selling prepared food, such as
restaurants and convenience
stores, are taxed by 1 percent.
Overnight rentals or any shortterm accommodations, such
as hotels and campgrounds,
are taxed by 3 percent.
The A&P commission
estimates that the tax will
bring in $800,000 per year
of additional revenue for the
city. The revenue generated
will be invested back into
the city, improving parks and
recreational facilities.
The Searcy City Council
approved the A&P tax in
May 2009, and on July 1,
2009, the tax began. The tax's
debut has sparked controversy.
As a result, the tax revenue
·
is frozen.
The city council passed
the tax without a public vote,
a move allowed by state law.
Some citizens felt the council
overstepped its bounds, and
in response signed a petition
to dissolve the tax. However,
there was some confusion
abo~tt how soon the petition
had to be submitted after
the tax was passed. City
law requires that a petition
be turned in within 30 days
after the tax was passed; state
law, on' the other hand, allows 30 to 90 days to submit
the·petition for referendum
after the tax was passed. A
lawsuit was filed to make the
vote public to determine the
tax's future.
"The city council voted
against it [the public vote]
numerous times," said Carl
Nutter, a Se.arcy City Council
member. "I've always been for
letting the people vote, always
felt that the people rule."
The proponents of the tax
contend that the majority of
the tax revenue would come
from visitors, not the.citizens
of Searcy. Those in favor of
the tax say, in effect, that the
revenue from homecoming
and Spring Sing visitors
would fund the improvement
of local parks.
Attorney- at-law Greg
Niblock represented the ·
Friends of Searcy voters
when they sued the city over
the tax. As a result of their
winning the lawsuit, Searcy's
citizens
will determine the
,

Greg Niblock
Attorney-at-law
future of the tax.
Niblock is part of a group
of citizens that strongly op-.
pose the tax. He said he is
particularly concerned about
instating a new tax auring a
recession.
"That bill gives too much
power to the officials of the
new A&P commission, who
are unelected," Niblock said.
"I am concerned that the
commission will be selfperpetuating. Once the tax
is active, it will be difficult
to get rid of"
Niblock foresees the vote
going either way. The result,
he said, is contingent on voter
turnout.
"I hope that every single
citizen who is registered to
vote will show up and vote,"
Niblock said. "If everybody
does that, then it [the tax]
will be discontinued. Ifvery
few people show up, it's very
likely that the measure will
pass."
The A&P commission is
comprised of seven members
- four representatives from
the hotel and tourism industry,
two city council members
and one member at large.
Appointed by the mayor, the
commission members' terms
are four years long artd will be
staggered initially. Only citizens
who live in White County
are eligible to become A&P
commission members.
"What will be a challenge for its adoption is that
this has historically been a
low tax/no tax area. When
people are giveo the option
to say no, they usually take
it," Harding political science professor Lori Klein
said. "I won't be voting on '
this one- I live outside city
limits, but I will, like many
other non-citizens, be paying
a tax if it passes."
"Government works best
when the people participate,"
Nutter said. "I encourage
everyone to come out to
vote. It's one of our greatest
freedoms."
The po~ls will stay open
from 7:30 a.m. until 7:30
p.m. at the Carmichael
Community Center, 801
S.Elm, Searcy, AR.

THE FLATS
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

(501) .279-9111

Call
or visit
www.southwestresources.com
for more information
Features:
On site Courtesy Officers
On site maintenance
fully furnished corporate units

Fitness Center
On site Managers
Pool Table
Tanning Bed

great

Big Screen TV

atmosphere!

Computer Room
Basketball Court

Fully Equipped kitchens
Walk-in closets

Several floor plan options
Ceiling Fans
Smoke detectors

Washer and Dryer
Mini-blinds
Fenced private swimming pool
Extensive landstaplng
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Comedic play makes campus premiere

Sudoku
'

by KYLIE AKINS
assistant news editor
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over the past cenrury because it deals
with the universal theme of men in
love with and yet in competition with
After nearly three months ofprepa- women,'' Robin Miller, director of
ration, Harding University's theatre
Harding's theatre program, said. "This
department will feature Oscar Wilde's
theme is explored in a laugh-out-loud
classic comedy, "The Importance of ·
way where you find yourself laughing
Being Earnest," April 1-3 and 8-10 in
at the fallacies of the cast, then r~al
the Ulrey Performing Arts Center.
izing you are laughing at yourself"
This comedy follows Jack WorthMiller said one of the reasons the
ing through the humorous dilemmas
faculty chose the show is the opporcaused by his creation of a double life
tunity it creates for theatre students to
under the name Earnest. After falling
experience a different style of acting
in love with Gwendolen Fairfax, the
and set production.
cousin of hj.s good friend Algernon
"It requires a different style of actMoncrieff, he attempts to propose
ing," Miller said.""This is be honest, be
to her under his false name, Earnest.
real, be big and be funny at the same
However, as Jack struggles to keep his
time, because some of the things you
identity play a secret from Gwendosay are ridiculous."
·
len's disapproving mother and Cecily,
Student stage manager Megan '
his worlds are forced to mingle and
West said she was eager to gain experiunravel.
ence in a position she hoped to pursue
Set in the proper aristocratic society after college. She said she enjoyed
of the 1880s, a time when appearances
watching the cast discover the humor
were everything yet ironically nothin the script as they learned their lines.
ing in the end, the play highlights the
"It is a very wordy show with witty
whimsical and imperfect nature of
comedy, and the absurdness of these
being in love.
characters sometimes is great,''West
"It has remained a constant favorite said. "They have such highs and lows,
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1 It can be mad, at
times
5 Dutch cheese
9 Failure
13 S shaped molding
14 Roman wear
15 Riyadh native
16 Theatrical role
18 Inert gas
19 Solitary
20 Speak haltingly
22 .Insect egg
23 Small drink
24 Gangways
27 Camel relatives
32 European sea eagfo
33 Burst
36 Split to unite
37 Tear
39 Regions
41 Comedian Johnson
42 Express contempt
44 ·Alters paperwork
46 Antiquated
47 Garnered
49 Prayer
51 Double.-decker
53 Devotee
54 Beat badly
58 Police search
61 Culpability
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66 Bank handout
67 Waterless
68 Certain mountain
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69 Cobras
70 Allows
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1 MD
2 Turkish title
3 Fur bearing animal
4 Wading birds
5 And so forth
6 Morse code signal
7 Develops
8 Retail stores
9 Grange
10 Toboggan
11 Smell
12 Wrestling move
15 Try out
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For rent by the week or for sale, FtJlly furnished on 7
acres 9 miles north of Searcy, Great for trout fishing,
canoeing, or rockclimbing

Miller Realty
www.wildlifeproperties.com
(501) 278-1865

PAtNr & soDr; INC.
Now using

Three Bedroom Special

environmentally friendly

$725 - No Lease - No Application Fee - $300 Deposit
$6 7 5 - 6 Mo nth Lease
$650 - 1 2 M onth Lease
washer/dryer - dishwashers - ice makers - garbage disposal - fitness center
- swimming pool - basketball court - playground - water/trash paid

water-borne paint!
"We 're
Serious
About
Customer
Service."

Hours ofoperation:

Across from campus!

;i Monday·Thursday 11:00 • 9:00
I Friday & Saturday 11 :00 · lb:OO

1301 E Beebe Capps
501-268-3627

Sunday 10:30 · 9:00
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The caring, professional physicians at Searcy Medical Center can help.
We'vebeen providing quality healthcare to Harding students for over 40 years.
Whatever your need call orcome by and we'llhelpyou 'get over rr'.

Searcy Mepical Center
2900 Hawkins D_r~. • Searcy, AR 72143 •
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and there is such variety that can be
played in their lines."
The Spring Sing weekend hardly
interferes with the spring play, Miller
said. Rather, the play brings variety for
the Easter crowd to enjoy.
"It's not competition; it's complimentary," Miller said. "They go
together."
Miller said he believes comedy is
most effective when it highlights a real
part of ourselves. The play ·m ay cause
members of the audience to reflect
on their own behaviors, but they will
laugh as they quickly realize they are
hardly different from the ridiculous
characters on stage.
"It is making fun of the foibles
of humankind," Miller said. "Yes, it's
over 100 years old, but quite honestly,
except for the fact that the clothes are
different, we still behave the same way
today."
All shows will begin at 7 p.m.,
excluding April 3, which will be a 2
p.m. matinee only. Tickets are $10
and can be purchased online at www.
hardingtickets.com or at the door if
the show is not sold out in advance.
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Up close and perso~al

control of

financial aid
by BLAKE MATHEWS

students.
Banks and other private
lenders are not completely
President Obama' signed out of the student loan
illto law Tuesday a package business, however. Federal
of changes that will take pri- loans have limits based on
vate banks out of the federal dependency status and
stud~nt loan process. After income, and students may
July 1, all coUege students need to borrow more in order
looking for government- to make ends meet. Roberts
backed financial aid will be said roughly 25 percent of
dealing with the same lender: Harding students 'get these
"private educational loans,"
the U.S Treasury.
With banks no longer being which are given by private
paid as middltmen, Obama lenders and are not backed
said $68 billion will be freed by the government.
up over the next decade.
But Roberts warned that
However, according to Dr.Jon the student loan overhaul
Roberts, financial aid director has added new "additional
at Harding, most students disclosures" to the process of
photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
wil1 not reap any benefits getting a private educational . Rocket Summer's Stephen Bryce Avary ventures into the crowd during a performance on Saturday, March 27 in
from those savings.
loan.1his translates into more the GAC. Rocket Summer was the opening act for OneRepublic.
Roberts said 65-70 percent paperwork for students to
of undergraduate students ?.t fill out and a longer waiting
Harding pay for college using period. Before the overhaul,
student loans. In the past, banks could have disbursed
the money for those loans loans within 48 hours after
this is the first year a contest
by CARLY KESTER
came from private banks, receiving the applications,
assistant
copy
editor
'
has
been held instead. Shaner
which were subsidized by Roberts said. Now, students
said
he came up with the idea
the government to make the may be waiting three weeks to
For students in professor for the contest while teaching
loans more affordable. This a month for their money.
program, called the Federal
"The moral of the story Steve Shaner's print advertis- a particular lesson.
"In my print advertising
Family Education Loan Pro- · is to do it early,'' Roberts ing class, Spring Sing is not
gram, also protected lenders said, speaking about the loan only a time for busy schedules class, we're going through a
and family visits but also an · lesson called out-of-home
against defaults by requiring · application process.
that students buy ins.u rance
For Harding students, the opportunity for students to advertising, and [the contest]
receive real-life sales experi- is out-of-home advertising,"
from nonprofit guarantee priority deadline is April 15.
ence
and get paid for their Shaner said.
agencies. Ifa student becomes Any student who completes
Shaner also said he wanted
hard
work.
unable to repay a loan, the his or her application and
to
teach
the students how
Throughout
the
semester,
private lender collects the paperwork by then is "essenhas
created
projects
important
it is to be able not
the
class
unpaid debt from the guar- tially guaranteed" to receive
· disbursement before the fall such as advertisements and only to create a product but
antee agency.
billboards, but recently they also to be able to sell their
Under the new law, no semester begins.
were
challenged with a bigger product to clients.
Federal loans will still be ·
new loans will be given out
ad courtesy of HANNAH BEALL
" ... I also wanted to reproject:
compete to see who
under the FFELP, meaning available for students who do
The
winning
ad,
pictured
above,
was submitted by stucould
sell
the
most
ads
to
ally
teach
the
point
that
in
that private lenders and not make the priority d~e,
Hannah
Beall
for
her
print
advertising
class.
dent
businesses
in
Searcy.
any
kind
of
media,
whether
agencies will no longer profit though Roberts said students
They
were
charged
with
it
be
newspapers
or
radio
or
from the federal student loan risk paying interest without
they could. The winner was ments orl campus. The money ·
having the money by the first raising $1,500 worth of ads television, that nobody gets junior public relations major remaining from the contest
business.
$150
each.
In
addition,
paid
unless
somebody
sells
sold
at
"I didn't stand with the day of classes.
Hannah Beall, who created will go toward expenses and
banks and the financial
When asked why the if the class managed to raise something, and that selling is four ads, and second place scholarships for the advertising
$1,500, the person who sold an integral part of advertisindustries in this fight . . new law added so many new
the
most ads would receive ing," Shaner said. "Nobody winners were Emily Wisely department.
That's not why I came to disclosures and extended the
Shaner added that he is
$500.and
the person who sold likes to sell, but everybody ~d teammates Ashley Moore
Washington," Obama said. waiting period, Roberts said,
definitely planning on hav~
·and Kelli Phillips.
needs to sell."
the
second
highest
amount
Tuesday, speaking to students "to basically make it not quite
Altogether, the class made ing the contest next year as
The contest was announced
at North Virginia Community so easy to get student loans .would receive $250.
about- $31 000- from selling well, saying that, "there is too
The
ads
are
usually
created
only
a
week
before
it
ended,
College. He added that he beyond what the federal
andsoldbytheH.ardingStudent but students worked hard ads not only to businesses much money on the table not
and the legislators who sup- government provides."
Advertising
Association, but to get as many ads sold as in Searcy but also to depart- to do it."
ported the law "stood with
The traditional Free ApAmerica's students."
plication for Federal Student
However, that does not Aid will still be used under the
mean that students will be direct loan program, though
students must now take adpaying less for college.
"That's the unfortunate ditional steps to secure their
Producer Howard Gordon Bauer will certainly leave ·about the show coming to a
by JAMES TAYLOR
part of all ·this ... there money, a fact Roberts said.
student writer
simply felt that continuing to some type of emptiness 'in close, senior Caleb Ingram
was a certain interest being might catch most students
said, "I really only look forproduce 12 shows a, year, which many lives.
charged to students to gener- off guard.
After eight seasons, Fox is unheard of in television,
Many Harding students ward to three things in life
The first time a student decided that the hit show "24" could compromise the quality will be affected by the change ... hunting, fishing, and "24."
ate enough profit for these
private entities to stay in the · applies for financial aid, he or will end on May 24.
of the show if they tried to in programming, as well as Now that one has been taken
program. The government is she must complete five steps:
"24"will no.t be switching pull off a ninth season.
faculty.
from me, I guess I'll have to
now issuing the same loans fill out the FAFSA, fulfill the networks; however, there is
"We had people over to spend more time with my
As damaging as it could
at the same rate,'1 Roberts list of requirements, accept . serious talk of a two-hour have been for the integrity watch regularly for about girlfriend."
said. "The student doesn't the financial 'aid, complete movie that will portray a of the show,. there are many three seasons," professor Bob
"24"had a good run, capturbenefit at all."
student loan entrance coun- twenty-four hour day. It is people worried about the Ritchie, an ardent fan of the ing the hearts and minds of
Proponents of the switch seling and complete a master expected that Keifer Suther- damage it will cause their show, said. "It was mainly my many Americans. But like all
to direct loans point to the promissory note. Each year land will return to play Jack personal lives. Who will little sons' college friends, and we good things, it must come to
Pell Grant program, which after that, the student only Bauei;, but as for the rest of boys look up to? How will might have a meal before it an end. While this popular
will receive more than $40 needs to complete the first the cast, it is unkribwn who families feel safe at home? started. Once it started, the show ends there is no doubt
billion of the money being three steps.
will return.
The most important question lights went out and everyone that something will soon
Now, students will need
saved. Pell Grants are designed
The abrupt and unan- is how will e:veryone fill rhat had to shut up. That was my emerge to replace it. Until
to help students from low- to to revisit the last two steps ticipated eP.ding of the show hour of his or her week? The rule, and I enforced it."
then, it will be greatly missed
middle-income families, and of the process: the entrance has many people asking why. parting of"24" and hero Jack
When asked how he felt by its large following.
Roberts said 20-25 percent loan counseling and the
of Harding students benefit master promissory note.
from these grants.
No student can receive any
Because more students federal loans until those two ·
are qualifying for the grants, conditions are met.
the program had been expeStudent awareness of this
riencing a budget shortfall, fact is probably low right
but Obama said he plans to now, Roberts said, though
award 820,000 additional after fall registration closes
the Financial Aid office will
Pell Grants by 2020.
10% Discount with this coupon!
S'xS' • 5'110' • S'xl5' • 10'xl5' • 10'.x20' • 10'x25' • 12'115'
The government savings conduct an informational
will also go toward community campaign through e-mail,
Surveillance Cameras
1311 N.Maple
Located at 301 East Race Street
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Gated
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Entry
501-268-9160
I
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Class earns $3,000 in contest

Fox cancels '24' .after 8 seasons
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SUPER BOWL
Open Play Hours:
Wednesday 1:00 • 9:00
Thursday 1:00 -9:00
Friday 1:00 -11:00
Saturday 1:00 • 11 :00
Closed Sunday through Tuesday

We're Celebrating You!
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SAVE20%

Advantage, REALTORS®
Independently Owned and Operated

Judy Hoggard . GRI, CRS

825 South Main in Searcy

(501) 279-9352
@
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fl Mon "'T hurs

Executive Broker
Cell: (501 )59~1 800
E-mail: judy@hoggardteam.com

*With this ad. See store for details.

.

Also, pick up a
FREE Kids Card
when you stop by.

Phil Hoggard
Executive Broker
Cell: (501) 593-1700
E-mail: phll@hoggardleam.com

Joel Hoggard
Sales Associate
Cell: (501) 827-9321
E-mail: joel@hoggardteam.com

No purchase necessary.

, 1oam-&pm
"When you care enough to send the very best."

Dine In or Take Out!
Now Delivering to Campus!

703 E Race Street

501-268-1288
Try our

famous Curry, Lumpia or Pancit!

Fri - Sat
10 am· 9 pm

Sun
, 11am-7pm

Office: (501 ) 268-3335
www.h_oggardteam.com
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1551 E. Race• Searcy• 501-268-7049
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PEOPLE

by RACHEL DENZIN
student writer

that is so common at Hardin_g.
"I wanted to experience at Harding
true Christianity- seeing peo~le live
ome Harding students take for out what they are teaching," Roosz
granted all that Harding has to said. "I wanted to be strengthened by
offer until they have graduated. Christian people - go to church, pray
At least, this is what junior Graziella and fellow~hip with other believers on
·a daily basis.
Roosz believes.
Roosz has four remaining semesters
Roosz is an international student
from France and is finishing her second at Harding. Her desire is to spend her
semester this spring at Harding. She last two years ofschool talcing advantage
is desperately seeking a way to come of Harding's opportunities, namely a
back to Harding to finish her collegiate · Christian learning environment.
"I told my friends back home that
career, but right now the possibilities
look bleak.
we have Bible class and chapel every
Roosz grew UR hearing about Har- day, and they don't believe me," Roosz
ding at various Christian camps she said. "I go to church and to the caf,
attended in Europe where American and I have fellowship here at Harding
missionaries served. Doyle Kee, the with believers every day."
Roosz described her shock when
preacher at the Church of Christ in
Geneva, Switzerland) baptized Roosz in her government class one day
when she was 18 years old.
the teacher asked a student to say
Roosz attended college in France as a prayer before the class began. She
an English major for two years before said that in that moment she almost
receiving the opportunity to attend be!iian to cry.
Harding. She wanted to attend Harding
'I think Harding makes you stronger,"
because of her "need to experience true Roosz said. "You fill yourself with all
Christianity." Kee eventually helped ofwhat is offered at Harding, and then
Roosz attend Harding by assisting · you are read}' to face the world." .
her in finding a donor to support her
Graziella Roosz said she believes
she is being molded here at Harding
in her first semester of school.
"I've grown up with Christian people for the work to be done through her
in France, but in France the churdi is in the future, and that as followers of
so dead," Roosz said.
Christ, God molds us through trials
According to Roosz, in Europe there and experiences of life
is a serious need for Christian fellow"This has been the toughest year of
ship outside of the church building. In my life,.and I have sacrificed so much,"
her life she lacked the encouragement Roosz said. "But I know that it is the

S

best thing for me in the long rup.."
As an international business major,
Roosz is planning to use her degree to
go back to Europe and get involved
in the church.' Roosz has a passion for
young people and desires to strengthen
the young people that are within the
churches of Europe. ·
"Everyone from Europe that comes
to America and' goes to a Christian
school ends up staying in America
- thef never go back to Europe," Roosz
said." want to go back to strengthen
the church in Europe, and work with
young people because I know how
discouraging it can be to be a young
Christian in Europe."
Unlike most American college students
who rec.eive numerous loans, grants and
scholarships to attend college, Roosz
has found·it difficult to secure loans,
grants or even scholarships because
she is an international student.
Roosz's father paid for the majority
of her first semester at Harding, along
with some money _from a donor in
Switzerland. But Harding was more
expensive than Roosz's family had
originally anticipated. The only way
she was able to return to Harding this
s_pring was .through an anonymous
family that decided over Christmas
break they would support her for the
spring 2010 semester.
Roosz has no stable financial support for the next four semesters. She
works for Truth For Today alongside
a professor on campus, checking Bible
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studies that have been translated into ·
French to make sure they are correct
before they are sent to French-speaking areas.
·
Unfortunately, Roosz's campus job
and people's good intentions Will not
be enough to keep her here at Harding
to finisli out her collegiate career.
With tear-filled eyes, Roosz confided that she is fighting to stay at
Harding. Every day she searches for
a way to stay. She feeJs this is where
she belongs at this point in her life.
She needs people who are willing not
only to pray for her, which she needs,
but also people who are willing to step
up and give monetary support.
"Even if a lot of people give a little,
it can make what I need," Roosz said.
"A lot of people have told me that
9od will provide, and sort of pass
it along for the next_ persor:i to help
. .. but it is through His people that
God provides."
For now, Roosz is waiting patiently and doing all she can to stay
at Harding. She is hoping that some
of her fellow brothers and sisters in
Christ will be compelled to act and
answer the call of God trying to work
through them.
To Roosz, Harding is "something
you cannot put words on" and an
answered prayer, but one that seems
to be slipping away quickly. However,
she is not giving up the fight.
"God will alwars proviae," Roosz
said. "But you stil have to fight."
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Grazidla walks along the beach nsar her home in Marseilles, France.

Graziella lives near scenic neighborhoods in Marseilles.

GrazieUa and her close friends pose for a photo.
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